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On the behavior at infinity for non-negative
superharmonic functions in a cone
Minoru Yanagishita
Abstract.
This paper shows that a positive superharmonic function on a
cone behaves regularly outside an a-minimally thin set in a cone.
This fact is known for a half space which is a special cone.

§1.

Introduction

Let R and R+ be the set of all real numbers and the set of all
positive real numbers, respectively. We denote by Rn (n ~ 2) the ndimensional Euclidean space. A point in Rn is denoted by P = (X, y),
X = (x 1 , x 2 , ... , Xn-d. The Euclidean distance of two points P and Q
in Rn is denoted by IP- Ql. Also IP -01 with the origin 0 of Rn is
simply denoted by !PI· The boundary and the closure of a set S in R n
are denoted by as and s, respectively.
We introduce spherical coordinates (r, 8), 8 = (fh, fh, ... , ()n_l), in
Rn which are related to cartesian coordinates (x1, x 2 , •.. , Xn-b y) by
x1

and if n

~

= r(ITj;:l sinOj) (n

~ 2),

y = rcos81,

3, then
Xn+l-k =

r(IIJ:t sinOJ)cosOk

(2 ::=;

k ::=; n-1),

where 0 ::=; r < +oo, -!7!' ::=; Bn- 1 < ~7!', and if n ~ 3, then 0 ::=; ()j <
(1 ::=; j ::=; n -: 2).
The unit sphere and the upper half unit sphere are denoted by sn- 1
and s~- 1 , respectively. For simplicity, a point (1, 8) on sn- 1 and the
7l'
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set {8; (1, 8) E 0} for a set 0, 0 C sn- 1 , are often identified with
8 and 0, respectively. For two sets A c R+ and 0 c sn-I, the set
{(r, 8) ERn; rEA, (1, 8) E 0} in Rn is simply denoted by Ax 0. In
particular, the half-spaceR+ x S~- 1 = {(X,y) ERn; y > 0} will be
denoted by Tn. By Cn(O), we denote the set R+ X n in Rn with the
domain 0 on sn- 1 (n 2: 2) having smooth boundary. We call it a cone.
Then Tn is a special cone obtained by putting 0 = S~- 1 .
Let 0 be a domain on sn- 1 ( n 2: 2) with smooth boundary. Consider
the Dirichlet problem

(An

+ T) f

=

f =

0
0

on
on

n

an,

where An is the spherical part of the Laplace operator .6-n
n- 1

a

a2

.6-n =---a +-a2 +r
r
r
r

-2

An.

We denote the least positive eigenvalue of this boundary value problem
by Tn and the normalized positive eigenfunction corresponding to Tn by
!n(8);
!~(8)dcre = 1, where dcre is the surface element on sn- 1 .
We denote the solutions of the equation t 2 + (n - 2)t - Tn = 0 by
a:n, -f3n (a:n,f3n > 0). If n = s~-I, then a:n = 1, f3n = n- 1 and
fn(8) = (2ns;;- 1 ) 112 cos 01 , where sn is the surface area 27rn/ 2 {f(n/2)} - 1
of sn- 1 .
In the following, we shall assume that if n 2: 3, then 0 is a C 2 '"'domain (0 <a:< 1) on sn- 1 (e.g. see Gilbarg and Trudinger [4] for the
definition of C 2 ·"'-domain).
It is known that the Martin boundary of Cn(O) is the set aCn(O) U
{ oo }, each of which is a minimal Martin boundary point. When we
denote the Martin kernel by K(P, Q) (P E Cn(O), Q E aCn(O) U { oo})
with respect to a reference point chosen suitably, we know

In

K(P, oo) = r"'" fn(8),

K(P, 0)

= ~r-!3n fn(8)

(P E Cn(O)),

where ~ is a positive constant (Yoshida [8, p.292]).
Let u(P) be a non-negative super harmonic function on T n, and let
c(u) = infP=(X.y)ET,. u(P)jy. Aikawa [1] introduced the notion of aminimal thinness (0 ::; a ::; 1), which is identical to minimal thinness
when a = 1 and which is identical to rarefiedness when a = 0, and
showed that
(1.1)

lim
u(P)- c(u)y
IPI......,oo, PETn\E yaiPI 1-a

=0
'
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with a set E in T n which is a-minimally thin at oo. Aikawa also showed
that if E C Tn is unbounded and a-minimally thin at oo in Tn, then
there exists a non-negative super harmonic function u on T n such that

(1.2)

.
l 1m

IPI->oo, PEE

u(P)- c(u)y

yaiPI 1 -a

= +oo,

and showed that (1..1) is the best possible as to the size of the exceptional
set. The cases of a = 1 in (1.1) and (1.2) give the result of LelongFerrand [6, pp. 134-143], and the cases of a= 0 in (1.1) and (1.2) give
the result of Essen and Jackson [3, Theorem 4.6].
For a non-negative superharmonic function in a cone, the results
corresponding to a = 1 of (1.1) and (1.2) are showed by the Fatou
boundary limit theorem for Martin space (Miyamoto and Yoshida [7,
Remark 2]). In detail, for a non-negative superharmonic function u on
Cn(O), there exists a set E C Cn(O) which is minimally thin at oo such
that

(1.3)

lim
IPI->+oo, PEC,.(O)\E

u(P)- ~ 00 (u)K(P, oo) = O,
K(P, oo)

where we put c00 (u) = infPEC,.(O) k~~~). On the other hand, Miyamoto
and Yoshida [7, Theorem 3] introduced the notion of rarefiedness at oo
with respect to Cn(O), and showed that for a non-negative superharmonic function u on Cn(O), there exists a set E C Cn(O) which is
rarefied at oo such that

(1.4)

lim
IPI->+oo, PECn(O)\E

u(P)- c00 (u)K(P, oo) = O.

IPI<>n

(1.4) gives the extension of the case a= 0 in (1.1).
From these results, in this paper we shall introduce the notion of
a-mimal thinness (0 :::; a :::; 1) at oo with respect to a cone and extend
the above results for a cone ((1.3) and (1.4)). We shall also extend the
results (1.1) and (1.2) bacause our main result contains (1.1) and (1.2)
as the case 0 = s~- 1 . The results of this paper are proved by modifying
the methods of Aikawa [1] and Essen and Jackson [3].
I would like to thank Professor Ikuko Miyamoto and Professor Hidenobu Yoshida for their help in preparing this paper.
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We denote by G(P, Q) (P E Cn(O), Q E Cn(O)) the Green function
of Cn(O), and let GJ-L(P) = fcn(O) G(P, Q)dJ-L(Q) be the Green potential
at P E Cn(O) of a positive Radon measure J-L.
Let Sn(O) be the set 8Cn(O) \ {0}. Now we shall define the Martin
type kernel K(P, Q) (P = (r, 8) E Cn(O), Q = (t, <I>) E Cn(O) U {oo})
as follows:

G(P,Q)
fn (<I>)

tan

K(P,Q)

=

8G(P, Q) {tan-1 ~ fn(<I>)}-1
anQ
8ncp
ran fn(8)
Kr-f3n /n(8)

on Cn(O)

X

Sn(O)

on Cn(O) x {oo}
on Cn(O) X {0},

where a 1anQ denotes the differentiation at Q along the inward normal into Cn(O). We note that Kp(Q) = K(P, Q) is continuous in the
extended sence on Cn(O) U Sn(O). Following Brelot [2, p.31], we let
K*(P, Q) = K(Q, P) be the associated kernel of K on (Cn(O) U { oo}) x

Cn(O).
If J-L is a measure on Cn(O)

{oo}, we abbreviatef K(P,Q)dJ-L(Q)
Cn(O)U{oo}
K*(P, Q)dv(Q) to K*v(P) for a measure v
U

to KJ-L(P) and also fcn(O)
on Cn(O).
Let u be a non-negative superharmonic function on Cn(O) and
put ca(u) = infPECn(O)
Then from Miyamoto and Yoshida [7,

K(C:,b).

Lemma 3], we see that there exists a unique measure J-Lu on Cn(O)U{oo}
such that u = KJ-Lu· When we denote by J-L~ the restriction of the measure J-Lu on Cn(O), we have u(P) = c00 (u)K(P, oo) + ca(u)K(P, 0) +
KJ-L~(P).

For a number a, 0 ::; a ::; 1, we define the positive superharmonic
function 9a by 9a(P) = (K(P,oo))a (P E Cn(O)).
For a non-negative function von Cn(O) and E C Cn(O), let R~ be
the regularized reduced function of v relative to E (Helms [5, p.116]).
Let E be a bounded subset of Cn(O). We define the a-mass of E by
AE(Cn(O)) for 0::; a::; 1, where A'E is the measure on Cn(O) such that

KA'E =

R!.

Let E C Cn(O) be bounded. Then there exists a unique measure
AE on Cn(O) such that R~(·,oo) = GAE on Cn(O). If 0 < a ::; 1,
then following Yoshida [8, Corollary 5.3] we see the greatest harmonic
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R!

minorant of
is zero, so that >.'E(8Cn(O)) = 0. Then according to
the proof of Aikawa [1, Lemma 2.1] we can similarly have
(2.1)
In particular >.};(Cn(O)) = J G>.EdAE and >.~(Cn(O)) = AE(Cn(O)).
Let E be a subset of Cn(O) and Ek =En h, where

h

=

{P E Cn(f!); 2k ~ IPI < 2k+l}

We say that E

C

(k

=

0, 1, 2, ... ).

Cn(O) is a-minimally thin at oo in Cn(O) if

00

L Aek (Cn(0))2-k(a<>n+.Bn) < +oo.
k=O

Remark 2.1. From Theorems 1 and 2 of Miyamoto and Yoshida [7]
and (2.1), we see that the notion of a-minimal thinness contains the
notions of minimal thinness and rarefiedness.

In the following we set
Cn(f!; a, b)= {P = (r, 8) E Cn(O); a< r < b}
Sn(f!; a, b)= {P = (r, 8) E Bn(O); a< r < b}

(0 <a< b ~ +oo),
(0 <a< b ~ +oo).

As far as we are concerned with a-minimal thinness in the following,
we shall restrict a subset E of Cn(O) to the set located in Cn(f!; 1, +oo ),
because the part of E separated from oo is unessential to a-minimal
thinness.

§3.

Statements of results

Let 'TJ be a real number satisfying (2 - n) <>1n - 1 < 'T} ~ 1. We
define the positive superharmonic function h1J on Cn(O) by h1J(P) =
K(P, oo)IPI{( 2-n) "~l -l-7J}<>n. Since K(P, oo) is a minimal harmonic
function on Cn(O), we see that there exists a measure v1J on Cn(O)
such that Gv7J(P) = min(K(P, oo), h7J(P)).
Let 'J7J be the class of all non-negative superharmonic functions u
on Cn(O) such that c00 (u) = 0 and

(3.1)

f

.

} Cn(11;l,+oc )USn (!1;l,+oo)

IQI{(2-n),~-l-1]}"nd~.tu(Q) < +oo.
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Remark 3.1. If P E Cn(O), then K*v17 (P) = Gv17 (P)/ K(P, oo). If
P E Sn(O), then K*v17 (P) = liminfQ-+P,QECn(n) K*v17 (Q) (cf. Essen
and Jackson [3, p.240]). Hence for a point P E Cn(O) U Sn(O), we have
(3.2)

K * Vry(P) = { 1IPI{(2-n)"~,-l-ry}<>n

for 0 <

1P I < 1,

for IPI 2: 1.

Let u E JTJ. From (3.2) we see that (3.1) is equivalent to the following
condition;

1

Cn(fl)

{u(P)- co(u)K(P,O)}dv17 (P) < +oo.

If u 1, u 2 E J 17 and cis a positive constant, then u1 + u2, cu1 E Jw
Let v E JTJ such that co(v) = 0, and let u be a non-negative superharmonic function such that co(u) = 0. Then 0::; u::; von Cn(O)
implies u E J 17 (cf. Aikawa [1, Lemma 3.1]).

We define the function hry,a(P)

=

K(P, oo)alpl(ry-a)<>n (P E Cn(O)).

Theorem 3.1. If u(P) E J 17 , then there exists a set E C Cn(O)
which is a-minimally thin at oo with respect to Cn(O) such that

lim
IPI-++oc,

PECn(fl)\E

u(P)
hry,a(P)

= 0.

Conversely, if E is unbounded and a-minimally thin at oo with respect
to Cn(O), then there exists u(P) E J 17 such that
lim
IPI-++oo,

PEE

u(P) = +oo.
h 17 ,a(P)

When 0 = s~-I, we obtain the result of Aikawa [1, Theorem 3.2].
Let u(P) be a non-negative superharmonic function on Cn(O). Since
u1(P) = u(P)- c00 (u)K(P,oo) belongs to J'1, we obtain the following
Corollary 3.1 by applying Theorem 3.1 of the case 1] = 1 to u 1.
Corollary 3.1. Let u(P) be a non-negative superharmonic function
on Cn(O). Then there exists a set E C Cn(O) which is a-minimally thin
at oo with respect to Cn(O) such that

u(P)- c00 (u)K(P, oo)
.
1nn
=0
IPI-++oc. PECn(fl)\E K(P, oo)aiPI(l-a)<>n
.
Conversely, if E is unbounded and a-minimally thin at oo with respect
to Cn(O), then there exists a non-negative superharmonic function u(P)
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such that
lim
IPI--->+oc,

PEE

u(P)- C00 (u)K(P, oo)
K(P, oo)aiPI(1-a)n:n

= +oo.

The case a = 0 in Corollary 3.1 gives the result of Miyamoto and
Yoshida [7, Theorem 3].

§4.

Proof of Theorem 3.1

We remark that
(4.1)

G(P, Q)

(4.2)

(resp. G(P, Q)

< M1r"'ncf3n fn(8)fn(<P)
< M2t"'nr-f3n fn(8)fn(<P))

for any P = (r, 8) E Cn(O) and any Q = (t, <P) E Cn(O) satisfying
0 < f :::; ~ (resp. 0 < ~ :::; ~), where M1 (resp. M 2) is a positive
constant. From (4.1) and (4.2) we have the following inequalities:

aG(P,Q)

(4.3)

(4.4)

anq
(resp. aG(P, Q)

anq

< M3r"'ncf3n- 1fn(8)~ fn(<P)

an.p

< M4tan- 1r-!3n fn(8)~ fn(<P))

an.p

for any P = (r, 8) E Cn(O) and any Q = (t, <P) E Sn(O) satisfying
0 < f :::; ~ (resp. 0 < ~ :::; ~ ), where M3 (resp. M4) is a positive
constant and aI an.p denotes the differntiation at <P E an along the
inward normal into 0 (Miyamoto and Yoshida [7]).
For two positive functions u and v, we shall write u ~ v if and only
if there exist constants A, B, 0 < A :::; B, such that Av :::; u :::; Bv
everywhere on Cn(O).
Lemma 4.1. E C Cn(O; 1, +oo) is a-minimally thin at oo if and
R' Ek
'2:
l
on y %'f "\'()()
~k=O hry,a E V7]•
Proof.
R,Ek
9a

Aek (Cn(O))

We note that for every k
~

= 0, 1, 2, ... ,

2-k(ry-a)an R,Ek
h17,a'

~ 2-k{(2-n) a~ -1-ry}n:n

J

IQI{(2-n) a~~-1-ry}n:nd.\E;.(Q),

C n (fl)USn (!l)
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where the constants of comparison are independent of k. Since

1

Cn(!l)

r

R!k (P)dv11 (P)

=

K*vry(Q)d>.E:k (Q)

1

C,(!l)

=

lc,(!l)US,(!l)

K >-E:k (P)dv11 (P)

r

IQI{(2-n) fr~l -1-ry}aod>-E:k (Q),
lc,(!l)USn(!l)

J.

we have 2k(-aao-!3n)>,aEk (Cn (D)) :::::; Cn(!l) REk
(P)dv11 (P) where the
h,,a
constants of comparison are independent of k, which gives the conclusion.
0
'E

Lemma 4.2. Let E be a set in Cn(D; 1, +oo). If Rh ,,a E

J 11 , then

E is a-minimally thin at oo.
Proof.

Since h 11 ,a(P) satisfies

. . f
11mm

O

h 11 .a(P)

IPI_,= K(P,

'

(

oo)IPI'~-1

)
> '
an

we find a positive constant C' and a natural number N 1 such that
hry,a(P) ~ C'K(P,oo)IPI(ry- 1)ao for IPI > 2N1 • Let c1 = Ml/C', c2 =
M2/C', C3 = M3jC' and C4 = M4jC'. And put C = max1<i<4{Ci}.
Let R~'l,a = KJ-t, where J-t satisfies (3.1). Noting (3~1~ we put
(Q)
k
A = f.Cn(!l;1,+oc)USn(!l;1,+oo) IQI {(2-n)_L-1-ry}and
"!1
jj
< +oo. We ta e
a natural number N2 such that 4AC < 2-N2{( 2-n) a~' - 1-ry}ao. Then
there exists a natural number k 0 such that
IQI{(2-nJ a~, -1-ry}andJ.-t(Q) < ~

c f
J{QEC,(!l)US,(!l); IQI2:2k+N2+1}

4

~ ko. Let N = max{N1, N 2, k 0 }. Hence it is sufficient to prove
Lk>N R~kT/,a E J 11 beacause L,~=O R~k1J,a :S: (N + 1)R~ry,a E J 11 . We set
Jk = h-N2 U · · · U h U · · · U h+N2 • Let k >Nand let P = (r, 8) E Ek.
If Q E Cn (D) and IQI :S: 2k-N2, then from (4.2) we have

for k

K(P Q) = G(P, Q) < M r-Pn f (8).
'
t"'n fn(<I>) 2
n
Hence

J

K(P, Q)dJ-t(Q) < C2hry,a(P)r-(ryan+J3n)

{QECn(fl); IQI9k-N2}

< C2hry,a(P)

J

J

djj(Q)

1:SIQI9k-N2
IPI{(2-n) a~l -1-ry}aodjj(Q).

1:SIQI:S2k-N2
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On the other hand, if Q E Cn (0) and IQ I ?: 2k+ N2 +1, then from (4.1)
we have

I

K(P, Q)dJ.L(Q) :::; C1h.,,a(P)r-(11-1)an

{QECn(O); IQI2':2k+N2+1}

:::; C1h.,,a(P)

I

I

IQI-(an+f3n)dJ.L(Q)

IQI2':2k+N2+1

IQI{(2-n) "~ -1-11}"'ndJ.L(Q).

IQI2':2k+N2+1

If Q E Sn(O) and IQI :::; 2k-N2 or Q E Sn(O) and IQI ?: 2k+N2 +1' then
from (4.4) or (4.3) we have similar inequalities. From these inequalities,
we have

c-j

I

K(P, Q)dJ.L(Q) :::; h.,,a(P)

IPI{( 2-n) "~l - 1- 11 }"'11 dJ.L(Q)

IQI:s;2k-N2

Cn(O)\Jk

I

+h.,,a(P)

IQI{(2-n).,~l-1-11}"'ndJ.L{Q).

IQI2':2k+N2+1

Since 4AC < 2-N2 {( 2-n) "~l - 1-.,}an, we see that

cl

< 1
I PI{(2-n).,~-1-'7}"'ndu(Q)
,..,
- 4A

IQI:s;2k-N2

:::;

I( IPI )
2N2

{(2-n) "~l -1-11}"'.n
d (Q)
J.L

IQI9k-N2

4~ IIQI{(2-n) "~l -1-11}"'ndJ.L(Q) < -.
-4
1

IQI9k-N2

So we have
that

fcn(O)\Jk

h.,,a(P) :::;

K(P, Q)dJ.L(Q) :::; !h1),a(P) on Ek, which implies

R~,,a (P)

:::;

r_ K(P, Q)dJ.L(Q) + ~h1),a(P)
Jjk

q.e. on Ek. Hence h1),a(P):::; 2 fJk K(P, Q)dJ.L(Q) q.e. on Ek. Therefore

Ar:.a (P) :::; 2 JJk K(P, Q)dJ.L(Q) on Cn(O), by the definition of Rr,~.a.

If

wesumupRrk11,a overk>N,weobtain"'E_':>NRrk"7,a :::;2(2N2+1)R~ry,a .
By Remark 3.1 we see
Lemma 4.1.

Lk>N

AE

Rh '/,a
k
E ~'7· Thus the lemma follows from
0

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let u1(P) = u(P) - ca(u)K(P, 0) (P E
Cn(O)), then we see u1 E ~'7· For each non-negative integer j, we set
Aj = {P E Cn(O; 1, +oo); u1(P)jh 11 ,a(P) ?: (j + 1)- 1}. Since R:~,a

: :;

M.Yanagishita
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'A

+ 1)u 1

E Jrp we see from Remark 3.1 that Rhiry,a E Jrp and then Aj
is a-minimally thin by Lemma 4.2. Following Aikawa [1, Lemma 3.4],
we can similarly find an increasing sequence {m(j)} of natural numbers
~
Set Uj=O
oo Uk2':m(j) (A j n I k ) -_ E .
sue h t h at "L.j R'uk:>muJ(A;nh)
h,,a
E ury·

(j

Since R~

::;

TJ,U

2: 1- R~k;>mcn(A;nh), E

is a-minimally thin by Lemma 4.2.

1J,U

then P f/: Uk2':m(j)(A1 n h) for every j. It follows that if
then P f/: Aj. This implies that u1 ( P) I hry,a (P) < (j + 1) - 1 .
Hence we have u1 (P) I hry,a (P) ----> 0 as IPI ----> oo, P E Cn (!1) \E. On the
other hand, we see K(P, O)lhry,a(P) = /'i;T{( 2 -n) a~ - 1 -ry}a:n fn(8) 1 -a---->
0 as IPI ----> oo. Thus we have

If P

IPI

2':

f/: E,

2m(j),

u(P)
hry,a(P)

=

u1(P)+co(u)K(P,O) ___, 0 (IPI--->oo,PECn(!1)\E).
hry,a(P)

For the converse we take an unbounded and a-minimally thin set
E. As in the proof of Aikawa [1, Lemma 2.4 (iv)], we see that if U
is bounded, then A(J(Cn(!1)) = inf{A 0 (Cn(!1)); U c 0, 0 is open}.
By applying the above property to Ek (k = 0, 1, 2, ... , ), we obtain
an open set 0 ::::J E such that 0 is a-minimally thin. By Lemma
4.1 we have
0 .Rr;,a (P) E Jry, where Ok = 0 n Ik, which implies

2::;::

Lk I .Rrkry,a (P)dvry(P) < +oo. We find an increasing sequence {ck} of
positive numbers such that ck / oo and Lk ck I Rrk,,,a (P)dvry(P) <
+oo. Set u(P) =
0 ck.Rr;,a (P). By Lebesgue's monotone convergence theorem, we see that u E Jry· Since Ok is included in the interior
of ok-1 u ok,

2::;::

for P E Ok. Hence, if PEEk C Ok, then

Therefore
lim
IPI->+oo,

PEE

u(P) = +oo.
hry,a(P)
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